LED

Flexible Reading lamp
Very decorative and practical lighting
Switches on by turning the head

DESIGN
An elegant reading lamp
KOS LIGHTING LED flexible reading lamp is much
appreciated with its elegant lines, universal and
timeless design. With the leather-look flexible, this
reading lamp is adjustable in all directions, so that the
users can adjust the luminous flux as they wish,
without any difficulty. The 8*8cm board with black or
chrome finishing makes it possible to put it on the wall
or headboard –supplied with instructions. Assembled
in France, the LED flexible reading lamp is the trendy
accessory that will give a unique design to the room.
Available in chrome or black.

PERFORMING
Equipped with a 1,6 W LED

New Product 2015
Assembled in France

This reading lamp is equipped with a 1,6W LED
diffusing 110 Lumens. The warm colour temperature
of 3000 Kelvin is particularly adapted to reading as it
does not dazzle the eyes and contributes to create a
calm and relaxing atmosphere. The particularity of this
product is that the head needs to be turned to switch
on the product: an intuitive gesture and concept that
ensures a long lifetime of this luminary.

Installation
suggestion

Turning head
ON/OFF

« Best-Seller: this practical reading lamp with nice finishing will provide
an original and trendy touch to your room.»

LED

Flexible Reading lamp
Technical Features
ON/OFF SWITCH

Like leather
sheath

On the head
The reading lamp switches on and off
very easily by turning the head in one
direction or another.

MOVEMENTS
Adjustable in all directions flexible
Screws supplied and
painted in the same tint as
the board

MATERIALS
Recyclable aluminium
Like-leather

NEW PRODUCTS 2015
Also discover our LED reading lamps
with “rotule” and ON/OFF turning head:

DIMENSIONS
in cm

3000 Kelvin

SOURCE
Integrated LED*:
Power: 1,6 W
* Cannot be replaced

DIRECTIVES

SAP no.

Colour

Energy
consumption
KW/1000 h

Lumen

Lm/W*

Colour T°
Kelvin

CRI

Source’s
lifetime

Warranty

400053383

Chrome

2

110

69

3000

80

40 ans

400053382

Black

2

110

69

3000

80

40 ans

* Luminous efficacy based on the rated power of the source
**Calculated on the basis of a 1000 hours use of the lamp per year

Net
weight

EAN code

1 an

750g

3595560010578

1 an

750g

3595560010561

Origin

